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Abstract
This paper describes the SCAN (Signal Channelling Attentional Network) model, a
scalable neural-network model for attentional scanning. The building block of SCAN
is a gating lattice, a sparsely-connected neural network de ned as a special case of the
Ising lattice from statistical mechanics. The process of spatial selection through covert
attention is interpreted as a biological solution to the problem of translation-invariant
pattern processing. In SCAN, a sequence of pattern translations combines active selection
with translation-invariant processing. Selected patterns are channelled through a gating
network, formed by a hierarchical fractal structure of gating lattices, and mapped onto an
output window. We show how the incorporation of an expectation-generating classi er
network (e.g., Carpenter and Grossberg's ART network) into SCAN allows attentional
selection to be driven by expectation. Simulation studies show the SCAN model to be
capable of attending and identifying object patterns that are part of a realistically-sized
natural image.

1 Introduction
Vision is an active process. Observers sample the visual environment dynamically and this
activity facilitates interpretation. The way in which this apparently occurs involves overt attention, i.e., eye movements. As illustrated by Yarbus's (1967) studies, the oculomotor system
scans visual scenes by a series of eye xations. However, a less apparent selective process
also exists; it is not overtly visible and is therefore known as covert attention (Posner, 1980).
This process is believed to operate in close concert with the overt-attention system of eye
movements by selecting future targets for foveation, i.e., eye xation (Mackeben & Nakayama,
1993). A widely used metaphor for the covert-attention process is that of a searchlight (Crick,
1984). Covertly attending to part of an image can, according to this metaphor, be likened to
a searchlight illuminating that part. The searchlight's movements may proceed independently
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of the eye movements, as can be easily veri ed by inspection of Figure 1 (after Anstis, 1974).
Fixating the eyes on the centre of the gure e ectively prevents eye movements. Nevertheless,
by modulating the attentional searchlight, individual characters can be selected at will, rendering them perfectly perceivable (see Figure 2). We believe that the covert-attention process
plays an important role in any e ective visual system. Therefore, we aim at reaching a formal
speci cation of the process so that it can be applied in the construction of parallel-distributed
vision machines.
In this context, two central problems can be identi ed: the binding problem and the scaling
problem. Before turning to a description of the model, we discuss both problems and indicate
how we deal with them.

1.1 The Binding Problem
Invariant object perception represents one of the most dicult computational tasks for
arti cial-vision systems. The major problem is how to extract or compute object representations that are invariant to changes in position (i.e., translation invariance). A common
approach to this problem involves the decomposition of the visual image into local features
(Fukushima, 1980; Von der Malsburg, 1988; Mozer, 1991). Decomposition into features allows
for their integration over large parts of the image so that positional dependencies are removed.
However, such an approach then requires the collection together of those features which belong
to a single object. The problem of how to do this is known as the binding problem (Barlow,
1981; Hinton, 1981; Sejnowski, 1986).
In our view, covert attention is responsible for translation-invariant perception. Our approach,
therefore, is to maintain a constant subimage with a variable transport medium. We propose
a model in which the transport medium itself selects objects and in which an explicit selection
is not required. According to this idea, the attentional searchlight selects parts of the visual
scene and maps their contents into a pattern-recognition stage without a ecting the spatial
ordering of the selected pattern (Anderson & Van Essen, 1987; Baron, 1987; Nakayama, 1990).
Because the spatial order is preserved from the onset, no binding problem arises. In this
way, we manage to avoid a problem which is crucial for the decomposition approach but is
automatically resolved in our approach.

1.2 The Scaling Problem
If we intend to apply neural networks to realistic tasks, we must face the problem of building
parallel computers capable of dealing with the magnitude of the computations which those
tasks imply. This leads to an appreciation of the scaling problem (Minsky & Papert, 1988). In
reviewing the reception of the rst edition of their book Perceptrons (Minsky & Papert, 1969),
the authors pointed out that their \pessimistic evaluation of the perceptron" was the assertion
2
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Figure 1: Fixating the eyes on the centre of the gure still permits the
attentional selection of any of the characters. The increasing size of
the characters compensates for the loss in retinal resolution power with
increasing eccentricity (after Anstis (1974)).
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Figure 2: Schematic of how an attentional searchlight might select objects for identi cation.
that
...although certain problems can easily be solved by perceptrons on small scales,
the computational costs become prohibitive when the problem is scaled up. (p. 254)
In brief, the size of a neural network can become a serious problem which is all too often
overlooked. They went on, nevertheless, to say that:
Experiments with toy-scale problems have proved as fruitful in arti cial intelligence as in other areas of science and engineering. Many techniques and principles
that ultimately found real applications were discovered and honed in microworlds
small enough to comprehend yet rich enough to challenge our thinking. But not
every phenomenon encountered in dealing with small models can be usefully scaled
up. Looking at the relative thickness of the legs of an ant and an elephant reminds us that physical structures do not always scale linearly: an ant magni ed
a thousand times would collapse under its own weight. Much of the theory of
computational complexity is concerned with questions of scale. (pp. 261-262)
The brain has to deal with similar problems to those that confront computer scientists when
they attempt to build parallel distributed computers (Heemskerk et al., 1994). Apparently,
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the brain has found an ecient way to allocate its resources and to reduce its communication
overhead (Nelson & Bower, 1990). Our way of dealing with the scaling problem is to take the
brain as an example of a scalable neurocomputer. Three general design characteristics of the
brain, which we assume to underly its capability for dealing with large tasks, are adopted in
our model, viz.:

 sparse connectivity,
 pro igacy, and
 hierarchy.
We brie y discuss these design characteristics and their relevance for the scaling problem.
1.2.1 Sparse Connectivity

Distant areas in the brain and body communicate through axons with lengths possibly exceeding a meter (Stevens, 1979). The majority of neurons in the brain, however, communicate
through short-range axons with neurons in their immediate vicinity. There are two main advantages to short-range connectivity. The rst is that it allows for fast communication. The
longer the axon, the longer the delays. (Possession of a myelin sheath does compensate by allowing a speed-up of spike propagation.) Spatial proximity allows thus for an ecient exchange
of signals. The second advantage is that short-range connectivity is cheap in terms of spatial
requirements (Jacobs & Jordan, 1992). As any printed-circuit designer knows, the number
of communication lines that extend over long distances of the printed-circuit board should
be kept to a minimum so as to exploit the limited (two-dimensional) space maximally. The
same is true for wiring in the brain. The limited (three-dimensional) space available requires a
parsimonious application of long-range connections, suggesting that, wherever possible, shortrange connections should be preferred (Murre and Sturdy, 1995). This applies also to the
level of neural circuits. Since large communication requirements are associated with neural
circuits (i.e., small groups of neurons subserving the same function), spatial proximity in the
brain often implies functional proximity (Nelson & Bower, 1990; Murre, 1992; Zeki, 1993).
As demonstrated by the simulation studies of Durbin and Mitchison (1990), the structure of
the peripheral part of the visual system can be understood as having evolved with minimizing
wiring length as one of its limiting constraints (Mitchison, 1995). The emphasis on sparse
global connectivity in the brain leads to the de nition of a sparse connectivity pattern in our
model. In particular, we de ne for each processing element a small set of nearest neighbours
from which it receives connections.
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1.2.2 Pro igacy

The extent of the communication problem discussed in the previous section becomes manifest
when the number of neurons in the brain is taken into account. According to conservative
estimates, there are about 1011 neurons in the brain (Stevens, 1979). In contrast to the
parsimony in wiring, there do not seem to be severe limitations on the number of neurons,
i.e., processing elements. This overabundance allows for a pro igate assignment of neurons
to tasks in the brain. Viewed in combination with the stochastic nature of single-neuron
processing, this leads to the notion of distributed or population coding (Sparks, Lee, & Rohrer,
1990; Georgopoulos, Taira, & Lukashin, 1993). Since the output of a single neuron is not a
reliable indicator of the presence of an over-threshold input signal, the brain averages over a
large number of them to achieve the required reliability.
The pro igate availability of brain cells implies in our model that we place no heavy restrictions
on the number of processing elements needed, subject to being able to wire them together. This
contrasts with most approaches to neural-network architectures which minimize the number
of elements and therefore rely on higher connectivity.
1.2.3 Hierarchy

Hierarchy is characteristic of the structure of the visual system, re ecting a divide-and-conquer
strategy (Felleman & Van Essen, 1991): a complex task is best approached by decomposing it
into smaller tasks, each of which is easier to solve than the original task. Repeating this task
decomposition, one ultimately reaches a level at which the subtasks are within reach of the
computational power of individual processing elements. The decreasing magnitude of receptiveeld sizes, going from the \object-identi cation" level (i.e., inferotemporal areas) downwards
to the \visual-input" level (i.e., primary visual area), suggests that in this hierarchy the visual
identi cation task is spatially decomposed (see, e.g., Desimone, Moran, & Spitzer, 1989). The
hierarchical structure of the visual pathway is also a characteristic of our covert-attention
model.

1.3 Outline of the Paper
Having addressed the binding and scaling problems and how we propose to deal with them,
the remainder of the paper is organised as follows. The basic building block of our model,
the gating lattice, is described in Section 2. We discuss the equivalence of the gating lattice
with a special case of the Ising lattice and present simulation studies of gating performance in
Section 3. The covert-attention model, SCAN (Signal Channelling Attentional Network) is then
outlined in Section 4. Section 5 reports on a simulation study in which SCAN is successfully
applied to a realistically-sized natural image. Section 6 concludes with a discussion of our
approach.
6

2 The Gating Lattice
Pattern recognition, when performed by a system demonstrating covert attention, requires that
a pattern be selected and then channelled or gated to a recognizer. Such a system must be
able to switch from one object to another without moving either the visual eld or the objects
within it. An object to which covert attention is paid must be routed from the lowest retinal
level towards a level at which recognition takes place. Pattern routing requires a mechanism
capable of selecting and gating part of the input eld to the recognizer. A neural-network model
called the gating lattice (Postma, Van den Herik, & Hudson, 1994) provides such a mechanism.
In the gating lattice, sparse connectivity and pro igacy serve to allow scalability. The goal
of the model is to provide the gating of a spatially contiguous pattern without distorting
its spatial order. The gating lattice, consisting of individual gate elements structured into a
two-dimensional lattice, is capable of selecting and gating from parallel input streams.

2.1 Gate Structure
The individual elements of the gating lattice are called gates; they are binary elements that
can be open or closed. Each gate is responsible for the gating of a single pattern element (e.g.,
pixel). An example of a gate is depicted in Figure 3.

out(i)
G(i)

h(i)
in(i)
Figure 3: The gate with its two neural elements: a control element
(circle) and a signal element (triangle).
Two neural elements make up the gate: a data element (triangle) and a control element (circle).
The data element allows a signal to be gated in or out depending on its state. The control
7

element controls the state of the data element. A gate at position i is denoted as g(i) and
allows signal ow from its input in(i) towards its output out(i). The state of a gate is denoted
by G(i) 2 f,1; +1g and is controlled by an external control signal h(i). G(i) is part of the
control element. For G(i) = +1, the control element inhibits the data element. Consequently,
signal ow is prevented and out(i) = 0, i.e., the gate is closed. For G(i) = ,1, the control
element is inactive and the gate is open, then out(i) = in(i). In general, the output of the gate
at position i is given by

out(i) = 12 [1 , G(i)] in(i):

(1)

We remark that for a description of gate behaviour, the only variables of relevance are the gate
state G(i) and its control signal h(i).

2.2 Gate Coupling
To obtain a gating lattice, we couple gates to form a two-dimensional lattice. Each gate is
connected to gates in its neighbourhood. Depending on the de nition of the neighbourhood,
a particular lattice geometry is obtained. We assume triangular gating lattices (Figure 4). In
the triangular gating lattice, the neighbourhood N (i) of the gate at position i contains six
neighbours.

Figure 4: The three valid-gating states of the triangular gating lattice.
Gates are represented by the circles. The three sublattices (shaded circles) of the gating lattice are mutually disjoint.
The gating lattice acts as a parallel switch capable of selecting one out of 3 patterns (e.g.,
images) by assuming a state corresponding to one of 3 switching directions. The idea of using
neural \switches" originates from Anderson and Van Essen (1987) and Baron (1987). For each
switching direction of the gating lattice, all gates on one sublattice are open, while all other
8

gates are closed. With the triangular gating lattice structure, there are three mutually disjoint
sublattices. These are represented with shaded circles in Figure 4.
The (one-dimensional) example in Figure 5 illustrates the selection and gating of a contiguous
part of an input image I to a common output O. The hexagons at the bottom of Figure 5
represent the six elements of I , I (i), 1  i  6. The output pattern O is assumed to contain 4
elements. The horizontally aligned array of 12 circles (i.e., gates) represents the gating lattice.
Open gates are drawn as lled circles. Only the input and output of their data elements are
shown. Each of the three sublattices is de ned as the set of every third gate, starting from
the rst (i.e., 1; 4; 7 etc.), second (2; 5; 8, etc), or third gate (3; 6; 9, etc) on the left. Opening
of all gates on one sublattice and closing all others corresponds to the combined selection and
gating of a contiguous subpattern of I to O. As this example illustrates, the gating lattice
is capable of translation-invariant pattern processing by selecting the appropriate part of the
input image.
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Figure 5: Illustration of selection and gating with the gating lattice.
For the proper operation of a gating lattice two requirements should be met: synchronicity
and exclusivity. The synchronicity requirement states that all gates on one sublattice are
synchronized, i.e., they are all open or all closed. Synchronicity assures that an input pattern
is gated in its entirety. The exclusivity requirement states that if the gates on one sublattice
are open, all other gates (on the two other sublattices) are closed. Exclusivity prevents the
output of the gating lattice being a mixture of two or more input patterns. When both the
synchronicity and exclusivity requirements are ful lled the gating lattice is in a valid gating
state.

2.3 Distributed Competition
In the gating lattice, the synchronicity and exclusivity requirements are met locally by de ning competitive couplings between a gate and its neighbouring gates. These couplings force
neighbouring gates to have opposite states, i.e., open gates have neighbouring closed gates and
9

vice versa. Under appropriate conditions, competitive gate coupling facilitates the opening
of all gates on one sublattice and the closing of all other gates. Locally, gates engage in a
Winner-Take-All (WTA) competition (Grossberg, 1973; Feldman & Ballard, 1982), yielding a
single open gate as the winner. A valid gating state is an emergent property of the distributed
competition in the gating lattice.
Next we show that the gating lattice can be formalised as the Ising lattice from statistical
mechanics (Ising, 1925). Reviewing the properties of the Ising lattice enables us to understand
the macroscopic behaviour and appropriate parameter values for the gating lattice.

3 Statistical Mechanics of the Gating Lattice
The triangular gating lattice is de ned as an Ising lattice of statistical mechanics. The Ising
lattice is a special case of the more general Ising model, where the general model has inspired
Hop eld (1982). The full connectivity required by the general model is replaced in the lattice
by sparse, nearest-neighbour connectivity. We use the statistical mechanics of the Ising lattice
as an expository device to explain and predict the behaviour of the gating lattice. The energy
function of the triangular gating lattice is equivalent to the energy function of the antiferromagnetic Ising lattice (Akutsu & Akutsu, 1990). In our notation employing gate variables it
reads

1
0
X
X
X @J X
Gy (k) + (Hbias , Hx) Gx(i)A ;
EGL(G) = ,
2 Gx (i)
x2fA;B;C g

i

k2N (i)

i

(2)

where G is the vector containing the 3N gate states G, and where gates are indexed according
to their position on the sublattice: Gx(i) with x referring to the sublattices labelled A, B, and
C (x 2 fA; B; C g). The neighbourhood N (i) contains six elements on sublattice y that are not
part of sublattice x (y 6= x). J is the strength of the connection between nearest-neighbouring
gates. Given the nearest-neighbour inhibition we choose J = ,1. Hbias denotes a xed bias.
The external control signals are partitioned into sublattice control signals Hx (x 2 fA; B; C g).
The state of the gating lattice is expressed in the order parameter mx which is de ned for the
gating lattice as

mx = 12 [#x , (#y + #z ) + 1] ;

(3)

where #x, #y , and #z denote the proportions of open gates on distinct sublattices x, y, and
z (x; y; z 2 fA; B; C g), respectively. In general, we use the average order parameter which we
denote by hmxi.
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It should be remarked that through de ning the gating-lattice order parameter in this way,
we implicitly assume that the order parameter is maximal for the valid gating state with all
gates on sublattice x open. In the case that either sublattice y or sublattice z is open and the
others are closed, the order parameter is zero (hmxi = 0). A value of hmxi = 13 corresponds to
the state in which N open gates are randomly distributed over the three sublattices.

3.1 Gate Dynamics
The updating of individual gates is de ned according to Glauber (1963) dynamics. Gate gx(i)
on sublattice x changes its state with probability P (Gx(i) ! ,Gx(i)) de ned as

"

P (Gx (i) ! ,Gx(i)) = 1 + exp 2Gx(iT)hx(i)

!#,

1

;

(4)

with T the intrinsic-noise or temperature parameter (T > 0) and hx(i) the control signal of
gate gx(i), de ned as

hx(i) =

X
k2N (i)

JGy (k) + Hbias , Hx :

(5)

3.2 Phase Diagram of the Gating Lattice
The optimal bias value Hbias is set by using standard results from the statistical mechanics of
antiferromagnetic triangular Ising lattices. Phase diagrams describe the equilibrium behaviour
of Ising lattices. Figure 6 shows the phase diagram of the triangular gating lattice (or antiferromagnetic triangular Ising lattice) assuming that Hx = 0 for all x 2 fA; B; C g (see, e.g.,
Plischke & Bergersen, 1989).
In the gure, the shaded region corresponds to values for T and jHbias j  6 for which the gating
lattice is in an ordered phase with hmi =
6 13 , whereas the unshaded region corresponds to values
for which it is in a disordered phase with hmi = 13 . The insets show typical con gurations of
the gating lattice for the various parts of the phase diagram.
As Figure 6 shows, for jHbias j > 6:0 and at low temperatures, gates are either all open (Hbias <
,6:0) or all closed (Hbias > 6:0). This can be understood as follows. In the ordered phase each
open gate (G(i) = ,1, represented by shaded circles in Figure 6) is surrounded by six closed
gates or vice versa. Consequently, the contribution of this gate to the gating-lattice energy
EGL (G) (cf. (2)) is ,6 , Hbias (assuming that J = ,1). A state where this gate is ipped into
its closed state contributes to the energy with +6 + Hbias. Let us now assume that Hbias = ,6,
both contributions to the energy are zero. Consequently, both states have an equal probability.
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1.0

2.0

T
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Figure 6: Phase diagram of the gating lattice (antiferromagnetic triangular Ising lattice). The shaded areas correspond to the ordered phase.
The lattice con gurations are typical states of the gating lattices associated with the various parts of the diagram. Shaded disks are open
gates. (Partly based on Plischke & Bergersen, 1989.)
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For Hbias < ,6, the state with all gates opened is energetically strongly favoured. The same
account applies to the case where a closed gate is surrounded by open gates and Hbias > +6.
Consequently, when Hbias is too small or too large it overrides the nearest-neighbour couplings
J and \draws" all gates in the open or closed state.
For 0 < Hbias < 6:0 exactly one third of the gates are opened, as is required for a valid
gating state. Within this range, the e ect of the distributed competition in the gating lattice
is maximal at the value of Hbias where the maximum amount of intrinsic noise T is needed
to obtain a disordered state. To exploit the distributed competition in the gating lattice
maximally, the value of Hbias should equal this optimal value. Building upon results of MullerHartmann and Zittartz (1977), Akutsu and Akutsu (1990) arrived at an expression for the
critical curve that separates the ordered and disordered phases. From their expression we
derive an optimal value of Hbias = 3:1 (one third of the gates opened). For this value (see the
arrow in Figure 6), the intrinsic-noise level Tc at which a phase transition from the ordered to
the disordered phase takes place is Tc  1:4.

3.3 Simulation of Gating Behaviour
We combine the gate dynamics (4) with intrinsic-noise modulation to ensure convergence to
an ordered state. Initally (t = 0), the intrinsic noise is set to a value T (0) positioned in the
disordered part of the phase diagram in Figure 6. This value is maintained for a xed period
of time, called the sustain time, tsust, to bring the gating lattice into a disordered state. Then,
at t = tsust + 1, the intrinsic noise decays according to T (t) = dT (t , 1), where d 2 h0; 1i is a
decay parameter. After a decay time, tdecay , that depends on the value of d, the intrinsic noise
value reaches a minimal value Tmin. In the present simulation, at t = 0, the intrinsic noise of
the gating lattice is set to T (0) = 2:0 and Tmin = 0:1. The value of T (0) has been veri ed to
yield a disordered state within tsust = 10 iterations.
Time-varying intrinsic noise serves two goals in our simulation. First, the initial sustained
peak at t = 0 restores the symmetry that was broken by a previous settling of the gating
lattice. Second, the exponential decay is a form of simulated annealing (Kirkpatrick, Gelatt,
& Vecchi, 1983) that enhances the speed and quality of gating. The main parameters of the
intrinsic-noise dynamics are the decay d and T (0), they determine the quality of the ordered
state.
Figure 7a illustrates the behaviour of a gating lattice (with 3N = 332 gates) by plotting the
order parameter against time for two values of d. At t = 0 the control signals are set to
H = HA = ,HB = ,HC = 0:01 (with Hbias = 3:1). Initially, the gating lattice is in an
ordered state with mA = 0. For suciently large d the gating lattice converges to the valid
gating state (the solid line) with all open gates on sublattice A (i.e., mA = 1), whereas for a
smaller decay value it does not (the dashed line).
13

The robustness of the gating lattice is illustrated in Figure 7b. We presented its gates with
noisy control signals h(i) which are sampled from a Gaussian distribution with average hH i
and standard deviation . This extrinsic noise may lead to locally incorrect control signals, i.e.,
the control signal has a sign di erent from the sign of the required gate state. The histogram
in Figure 7b shows the proportion of valid-gating states obtained in 100 runs as a function of
the extrinsic noise  (hH i = 0:01 and d = 0:999). The proportion of gates receiving incorrect
control signals ranges between  0:4 (for  = 0:05) and  0:5 (for  = 0:6). Even when nearly
half of the control signals are incorrect, the lattice as a whole is in most cases still capable of
converging to the valid gating state.

3.4 Restoring Symmetry with Intrinsic Noise
In Section 2.2 we introduced the gating lattice as a building block for pattern selection and gating. Instead of only using a central (extrinsic) gating controller, opening gates on a particular
sublattice, we have added distributed (intrinsic) control in the form of a periodic continuation
of locally interconnected WTA networks. Distributed competition facilitates the transition
to an ordered state, enabling the selection of complete patterns despite noisy central control
signals.
It is interesting to note that an analogue of the time-varying noise employed in our simulation
may exist in biology. In response to stimulus presentation, the typical neural cell starts with
a transient peak, after which it decays exponentially to a resting level (Albrecht, Farrar, &
Hamilton, 1984). It has been argued that this response characteristic of neural cells serves
a dual purpose. The initial response signals the presence of a stimulus, whereas the decay
response carries the stimulus information (Dinse, Best, & Kruger, 1990; Rybak et al., 1991).
Additional evidence for the importance of time-varying noise comes from the study of Happel
and Murre (1994). They used a genetic algorithm to create modular neural network for digit
recognition and obtained network behaviour in which an initial noise burst was followed by a
reduced noise level. Although it is not clear if and how our intrinsic noise relates to neural
activity, one could interpret the neural-response pro le as a means of restoring symmetry
combined with rapid annealing.
The gating lattice provides an appropriate model for pattern routing, being capable of selecting
one out of three input patterns. In the next section, the gating lattice is taken as the basic
building block for pattern routing in the SCAN model of covert attention.
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Figure 7: Illustration of gating performance for H = 0:01. (a) Order
parameter m as a function of time for two values of the decay parameter
d. (b) Proportion valid-gating states as a function of extrinsic noise .
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4 The SCAN Model
The SCAN (Signal Channelling Attentional Network) model incorporates a hierarchically structured network of gating lattices called the gating network (Postma, Van den Herik, & Hudson,
1994). At the base level of the hierarchy spatial parallelism (Ullman, 1986) is employed: large
numbers of small gating lattices operate simultaneously to cover the whole input image. Going
up the hierarchy, the degree of parallelism diminishes and the size of the input area treated
by each gating lattice becomes larger. The decreasing degree in parallelism nally results in
a single pattern arriving at the output of the network. The selections made by the individual
gating lattices lead to several connected pathways running from the base level upwards to subsequent levels. The competitive interactions in the gating lattices ensure that only the pathway
associated with the largest input value reaches the output of the gating network. The idea
of using competitive interactions for attentional selection was introduced by Grossberg (1975)
and employed in a hierarchical model by Koch and Ullman (1985). In this model individual
signals are channelled from the base level upwards. The gating network may be viewed as an
extension of the Koch and Ullman (1985) model, with the channelling of complete patterns.
Figure 8 shows a sketch of a gating network. The shaded lines represent pathways of open
gates. Their thickness re ects the strength of the associated (control) input. Whenever two
lines meet, going from the base level of the pyramid to the top, the thicker of the two disrupts
continuation of the thinner one. Consequently, the thickest line associated with the strongest
input forms a connected pathway from the base level up to the top level. The parallel with
the metaphor of covert attention discussed in Section 1, leads us to call this pathway the
attentional beam (Postma, Van den Herik, & Hudson, 1994). In the gating network the position
of the attentional beam is controlled by the distribution of input values, e.g., the intensity of
individual pixels. In SCAN, each value of the input distribution is taken to be the result of
the cross-correlation of a part of the input with a template to achieve an optimal integration
with classi er networks which represent a nal stage in the perceptual process. Such a network
must be capable of classifying incoming patterns, i.e., recognizing them, and also must be able
to generate expectations. ART networks (Carpenter & Grossberg, 1987a, 1987b) meet these
functional requirements and the SCAN model as a whole can be seen as the combination of a
gating network and an ART network.

4.1 Structure and Operation
A global outline of SCAN's two-component structure is shown in Figure 9. The input to the
gating network is the pattern I , of which a contiguous subimage, the attended pattern A, is
selected and gated towards its output pattern O. The shaded region represents the attentional
beam.
The classi er network takes pattern O as its input and maps it onto a binary vector that represents class membership. The classi er network, assumed to be an ART network (Carpenter
16
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Figure 9: The SCAN model.
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& Grossberg, 1987a; 1987b), generates an expectation pattern E . In SCAN, the expectation
pattern is compared in parallel with all contiguous subimages of I 1.
For convenience, we assume here that the patterns E , A, and O possess a two-dimensional
image-like structure. It should be emphasized that such a structure is by no means required.
In general, the patterns only need to be organized consistently to allow for matching and
identi cation. The shape and size of the patterns A and O is xed by the shape and size of
the gating lattices used in the gating network. When the gating lattice has a square shape and
contains 3N gates, the patterns A and O contain N elements and have a square shape.
Our description of the SCAN model starts with a qualitative treatment of the gating and
classi er networks. A formal speci cation of the gating network is given in the Appendix.

4.2 The Gating Network
Describing the gating network is simpli ed by distinguishing between a data part and a control
part. The data part of the gating network deals with the channelling of subimages; the control
part is responsible for directing the attentional beam by ensuring that each gating lattice
receives the appropriate control signals. Below we rst discuss the data part of the gating
network. Then, we proceed by showing how the control part allows for autonomous selection
of data.
Data Part

Given a retinal image I, the task of SCAN is to select a contiguous subimage A and to channel
it towards the output O of the gating network. In order to maintain the spatial structure of A
during channelling, all elements (i.e., pixels) of A are processed by gating lattices. The twolevel gating network shown in Figure 10a illustrates the channelling of a pattern. For clarity,
all patterns and gating lattices are drawn as one-dimensional entities. The twelve hexagons at
the bottom represent the elements of the input image I. The output pattern O (the hexagons
at the top) is assumed to contain 4 elements. There are nine ways of selecting a contiguous
subimage A(i) from I. Each of these selections corresponds to attending to one of nine locations
i (i 2 f1; 2; :::; 9g). Whenever location i is attended, pattern A(i) (= fi; i + 1; i + 2; i + 3g) is
channelled in its entirety to the output O of the gating network. This is done by the gating
lattices, represented in the gure by the horizontally aligned arrays of 12 circles (i.e., gates).
Each of the three sublattices is de ned as the set of every third gate, starting from the rst,
second, or third gate on the left. As illustrated in the magni ed inset (the large dashed circle
in Figure 10a), only the input (in) and output (out) of a gate are involved in the data part
Although the SCAN architecture allows expectation to steer the attentional beam toward known objects,
it may also allow salient aspects of the environment to capture attention when the control input is directly
derived from the visual input.
1
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of the gating network, not its control input (h) and control output (the gate state G) (cf.
Figure 3).
At the top level of the gating network, a single gating lattice can select one out of three
patterns. These patterns are the outputs of the three gating lattices at the base level of the
network. In combination, the four gating lattices can select and gate one out of nine patterns.
Figures 10b and c display two network states in which the attended pattern (shaded box) is
channelled by an interconnected sequence of open sublattices. Figure 10b shows the selection
of A(1) and Figure 10c shows the selection of A(5). The paths along which the elements of
the attended pattern are channelled are drawn as solid lines. Open gates are drawn as lled
circles.
Control Part

Proper operation of the gating network requires that the gating lattices are supplied with
the appropriate control signals. In SCAN, the control signals are derived from the input
image. The values of these control signals are a function of the content of the subimages to be
attended to, i.e., the Euclidean distance of the expectation pattern E from the to-be-attended
subimage A(i). Since, in our example, there are nine such subimages, the control part of SCAN
receives nine inputs. The magnitude of a control signal determines how strongly it attracts
the attentional beam. The subimage with the largest control signal is the attended pattern A
that is channelled to the output O.
To allow for the gating of control signals, the gating lattices are expanded with triplets of
gates, denoted gAtri, gBtri, and gCtri. Each of these gates \summarizes" the state of the sublattice
speci ed by its subscript. When all gates on sublattice A are open, gAtri is open too, and both
gBtri and gCtri are closed. The connections between the gating lattice and its gate triplet (the
box containing three circles) are illustrated in Figure 11.
Figure 12 shows the control part of SCAN. (The connections between gating lattices and their
gate triplets are omitted for clarity of presentation.) The square boxes at the bottom represent
the control signals v(i) (i 2 f1; 2; :::; 9g) that feed into the gating lattices at the base level of
the gating network. As the magni ed insets (large dashed circles) show, the control part of the
gating network involves the control inputs (h) of the gates in the gating lattices and the data
inputs (in) of the gates in the triplets. Control signals feed into the gates on one sublattice
and also into the corresponding gate of the triplet. The output of the control part of the gating
network is the largest control signal vmax.
A gating lattice opens the sublattice that receives the largest of three control signals. Simultaneously, the corresponding gate of the triplet also opens, so that the control signal is gated
to the subsequent level. This is to ensure that the control signal associated with the selected
subimage is channelled alongside the subimage.
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Figure 10: (a) The data part of SCAN. (b,c) Two examples of pattern
channelling in the data part of SCAN: (a) selection of A(1) and (b)
selection of A(5).
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Figure 11: The connections between the gating lattice and its gate
triplet.
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Figure 12: (a) The control part of SCAN. (b,c) Two examples of signal
channelling in the control part of SCAN: (a) selection of v (1) and (b)
selection of v (5). (cf. Figure 10b and c.)
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Figures 12b and c illustrate the ow of control signals associated with the states shown in
Figures 10b and c, respectively. Figure 12b shows the selection of control signal v1 (shaded
box) and its channelling towards the top of the gating network (solid lines). Figure 12c depicts
the selection and channelling of control signal v5.

4.3 The Classi er Network
An ART network (Carpenter & Grossberg, 1987a; 1987b) allows the generation of an expectation pattern which, when matched with an input pattern, determines whether that input
pattern will be stored into a new pattern class or be recognized as a member of an existing
pattern class. In SCAN, the expectation pattern E generated by the classi er network is
matched in parallel at all locations i of the input image I . As a result, a control signal v(i) is
obtained for each subimage A(i) selectable for gating.
Control of attentional selection operates through the control signals. This control can be either
bottom up, when conspicuous image features generate the control signals, or top down, when
control signals are derived from a matching process (see Carpenter & Grossberg, 1987a). By
focusing on top-down control we explicitly address the integration of the gating network with
an ART network which provides a clear expectation signal. ART2 (Carpenter & Grossberg,
1987b) operates with real-valued input patterns, in contrast to the original ART1 (Carpenter
& Grossberg, 1987a) which only classi ed binary input patterns. By assuming a generic ART
architecture, we ignore some details (e.g., the normalisation operations needed in ART2), but
postulate a model capable of processing gray-scale (real-valued) inputs. It is our intention to
show how and with which minor architectural changes ART can be integrated into SCAN.
In the actual simulations, reported below, the functioning of the ART network is emulated
rather than being modelled in detail. Other choices for the classi er network would also be
possible (e.g., Rumelhart, Hinton, & Williams, 1986; Murre, Phaf, & Wolters, 1992), but these
all require alternative ways of generating control signals.
The generic ART classi er network (Figure 13) consists of two layers of processing elements:
the input layer F 1, and the category layer F 2. ART's orienting subsystem is represented by
the threshold element V . Integration with the gating network requires the input layer to be
split into an input part F 1in and an output part F 1out. The input to F 1in is the output O
of the data part of the gating network. The input of the threshold element (which, in ART,
is derived from a F1 matching signal) is provided by the output from the control part of the
gating network. The output of F 1out (which, in ART, is matched with the F1 input) forms
the expectation pattern E .
The output pattern O of the gating network feeding into F 1in is transformed by the bottom-up
connection matrix wbu into an input pattern to F 2. The dynamics of F 2 are of the winner-takeall type yielding a single active node representing class membership. An active F 2 element
generates an expectation pattern E at F 1out via the top-down adaptive links wtd.
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Figure 13: The classi er network (partly based on Carpenter and Grossberg (1987b)).
The threshold element V decides whether there is a mismatch between the expectation pattern
and the input pattern. It takes the maximum control signal vmax as its input and compares it
to an internal threshold value. In case of a mismatch, i.e., if the control signal is too small, the
active (winning) category node is set to inactive. As a result, a new category node becomes
active and generates a new expectation pattern E . The parallel matching of E with the
subimages A(i) of I yields a new output pattern O and associated control signal vmax. The
process continues until V detects a match (i.e., vmax exceeds the threshold) and the active F 2
element is not suppressed. By changing the weights of the links connecting active elements,
the patterns O and E are encoded in wbu and wtd, respectively.

4.4 The Integrated Model
The complete SCAN model is shown in Figure 14. The control part (left) and data part (right)
of the gating network are drawn separately for clarity of presentation. Moreover, each gating
lattice is drawn twice; once in the data part and once in the control part.
Attentional selection of a subimage proceeds as follows. Initially, an active F 2 element (solid
circle) provides an expectation pattern E which is simultaneously compared to all subimages
of the input image. The best matching subimage yields the largest control signal, i.e., the
shaded box in the control part of the gating network. Being the largest of all control signals, it
wins the distributed competitions in the two gating lattices it encounters on its way upwards
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Figure 14: The complete SCAN model.
through the gating network. The channelling of the control signal is represented by the thick
line in the control part of the gating network. In the data part of the gating network, the
states of the gating lattices lead to the channelling of the best-matching subimage (shaded
rectangle in the data part) towards the classi er input F 1in.
The output of the control part of the gating network feeds into the threshold element. The
control signal is large enough to activate the threshold element V (solid circle). This element,
in turn, keeps the F 2 element activated. Consequently, the patterns O and E are encoded
in the bottom-up and top-down weights, respectively. In case the largest control signal is
not large enough to activate V , the active F 2 node is suppressed, and another F 2 node then
becomes active. A new expectation is generated and compared to all subimages. The process
repeats until a subimage is classi ed.

5 Simulating Attentional Selection
The behaviour of the SCAN model as de ned in the previous sections has been simulated.
The classi er network is not included in our simulations. Instead, its operation is emulated
by presenting the gating network with control signals v(i) directly (see equation 13 of the
Appendix, in which the formal description is given).
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5.1 Scanning a Natural Image
We set out to perform a simulation in which the input image I is de ned as a realisticallysized natural image. Matching an expectation pattern E with part of the image at all image
locations in parallel yields a control signal for each location. The resulting distribution of
control signals is expected to be representative of distributions derived from natural images.
Applying SCAN to natural images requires the spatial structure of the gating network be
speci ed in detail. We want SCAN to deal with images de ned on a regular sampling grid
(i.e., a \retina"). We require a tree-like structure to accommodate the transition from a large
image I to a small window of attention A. It should have tri-furcations which correspond to
gating lattices to allow for the selection and channelling of attended patterns. Finally, at
the base level of this structure, the end-points of the tri-furcations should form the required
two-dimensional sampling grid. A recursively-de ned (fractal) structure, called the triangular
gating network, meets these requirements. It is de ned as follows:
At any level l < L of the tree, a tri-furcation is de ned as three branches of xed length that
emerge from a common centrepoint and have orientations that are rotated with respect to each
other by 120 degrees, e.g., 0; 120, and 240 degrees. The end points of these branches serve as
the centrepoints of the tri-furcations at level l + 1. At level l + 1, new tri-furcations emerge
from the new centrepoints, after the
frame has been rotated by 90 degrees and the
p reference
,1
length scale is reduced by a factor 3 .
Starting at a centrepoint at l = 1, recursive application of the above de nition generates the
triangular gating structure. Each tri-furcation represents a gating lattice. The end points of
the tri-furcations at the base level L of the network form a triangular sampling grid. A top
view of the triangular gating network is illustrated in Figure 15.
Each tri-furcation represents a whole gating lattice, with each branch standing for a sublattice. The structure of the tree resembles the Chexagon image-coding structure of Watson and
Ahumada (1989) in which at each centrepoint seven (instead of three) furcations emerge.
The attentional beam of SCAN is de ned as the sequence of open sublattices, running from
bottom to top and channelling part of the input towards the output. In the fractal gating
network, the selection of one of the three switching directions in all gating lattices leads to a
sequence of coupled open sublattices. The beam, therefore, is the continuous connection of
open sublattices from the attended part A of the input I right through to the output O. The
two-dimensional structure of A is preserved through to O. All other (non-attended) parts of the
input I fail to be channelled right through to O. All parts of the image are channelled upwards
to a point at which they come into competition in a gating lattice; only the part which has
the strongest control value associated with it is channelled further. Since the attended part of
the image has the strongest control value it will be channelled to the output O and its path
from I to O is the attentional beam.
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Figure 15: Top view of the triangular gating network (L = 10).
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Procedure

The gating lattice is de ned on a L  L rectangular lattice. The neighbourhood Ngl(x; y) of a
gate at position (x; y) on the lattice is de ned as

Ngl(x; y) = f ( [L + x , 1] mod L ; [L + y + 1] mod L ) ;
(
x
( [L + x , 1] mod L
( [L + x + 1] mod L
(
x
( [L + x + 1] mod L

; [L + y + 1] mod L
;
y
;
y
; [L + y , 1] mod L
; [L + y , 1] mod L

)
)
)
)
)

;
;
;
;

(6)

g;

where x and y are the row and column indices of the rectangular lattice. The resulting lattice
is a triangular lattice skewed by 60o (see Figure 16; cf. Watson & Ahumada, 1989).

Figure 16: Skewing a square lattice (left) by 600 yields a triangular lattice (right). The lled circles form a sublattice. The hexagon represents
the neighbourhood of the lled circle in the center.
An L = 10 triangular gating tree is used to cover a realistically-sized input image. The image
used in the simulation contains 310  6  104 pixels. In human vision, the number of sampling
points at a single xed scale is  4  104 (Koenderink & Van Doorn, 1978). This means that
our simulation is already at a size comparable with that of human visual processing at a single
spatial scale.
The input image used in the simulation is part of a hand-scanned (931  931 8-bit pixels)
photograph of the cover of the Beatles album Sgt. Pepper taken from Evans (1984) (see
Figure 17a). For simulation purposes a straightforward mapping scheme is used: the average
value of each 2  2 pixel block on the rectangular lattice is mapped onto a single pixel on the
triangular input grid. The resulting image I contains 310 = 59049 pixels. Two expectation
patterns are de ned: one contains part of Paul McCartney's face (see Figure 17b) while the
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other contains part of Ringo Starr's face. The expectation patterns are assumed to have an
approximate square shape.
Each expectation pattern is matched against all pixel positions according to (13) (see the
Appendix) yielding two distributions of control signals. The maximum value vmax = 1 corresponds to the target, i.e., the location of the subimage containing the face (see the white spot
in Figure 17c). The distributions serve to de ne the inputs to the gating network as would be
generated by ART in expectation of either Paul McCartney or Ringo Starr. At t = 0 the rst
distribution is presented, while at t = 1000 this is replaced by the second distribution.
The gating network is composed of 29524 gating lattices each containing 3N = 332 gates,
making up a total number of more than 32 million gates.
The decay parameter d is independent of l and is set to d = 0:99. At t = 0 the intrinsic
noise of all gating lattices is set to T (0) = 2:0. In the simulations the sustain time of the
intrinsic noise is level dependent. For all gating lattices at level l, the sustain time is de ned
as: tsust (l) = 100(l , 1) + 10. (The factor of 100 is based on preliminary simulations which
showed that gating lattices, presented with control signals in the appropriate range, converge
within 100 iterations to the valid gating state.) Given ten layers, with a sustain time of 100
each, we expect convergence of SCAN within approximately 1000 iterations.
Taking into account the multiplicative e ect of the gating lattices making up the attentional
beam, we de ne the overall gating quality at time t, mb(t) as:

mb(t) =

L
Y
l=1

mbw (t; l);

(7)

where mbw (t; l) is the order parameter mw (cf. 3) of the gating lattice at time t and level l.
Sublattice w is part of the attentional beam directed at the target.
Results

A schematic illustration of SCAN's expectation-based attentional orienting in the simulation
is given in Figures 18a-d. There are two expectation patterns, generated beforehand, i.e.,
Paul McCartney's and Ringo Starr's faces. Figure 18a represents SCAN's state at t = 0.
For clarity, only two (instead of ten) levels of the gating network are shown. Initially, the
attentional beam is directed at part of the face in the upper left corner of the data input.
The attended pattern A is channelled towards the output O of the gating network. The F2
category node P, representing Paul McCartney's face is activated (primed). The goal is to
select the expected pattern E from the data input I by moving the attentional beam towards
the appropriate location. The expectation pattern is matched (cross correlated) with all input
locations yielding the control input. The maximum control signal corresponds to the location
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 17: (a) The data input used in the simulations. (b) One of
the expectation patterns used in the simulation. (c) The control input
obtained by crosscorrelating the expectation pattern (b) with the data
input (a).
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of Paul McCartney's face in the data input. Figure 18b shows the state at t = 1000. SCAN
has converged to a state in which Paul McCartney's face is selected and channelled towards
the output O of the gating network. The maximum control signal is channelled towards the
threshold element V. The activation of V con rms the presence of the expected pattern in the
input image. Figure 18c shows the state at t = 1001. The F2 node P is disabled and node R is
activated. The associated expectation pattern corresponds to part of Ringo Starr's face which
gives rise to a new control input. Figure 18d shows the state at t = 2000. The attentional
beam is now directed at Ringo Starr's face.
Figure 19 shows the quantitative results of the simulation. All lattices within the beam reach
a perfect gating quality mbw (t; l) within approximately 100 iterations after tsust(l), i.e., the time
that the intrinsic-noise starts to decay. The rapid increase of mbw (t; l) is the result of the phase
transition induced by the transition through the critical value of T . After 1000 iterations, the
overall gating quality is perfect (i.e., mb = 1). It should be noted that at t = 1001 the values
of mbw (t; l) may change abruptly due to the appearance of a new control input. Hence, at the
transition from t = 1000 to t = 1001 order parameters may drop from one to zero. Due to the
intrinsic-noise burst that lasts until t = 1010 the symmetry is restored and, nally, at t = 2000
iterations mb = 1.
Discussion

The results show that SCAN scales well to realistically-sized problems. However, the expectation pattern (template) used in this simulation represents a rather unrealistic aspect. An
exact expectation is only rarely available. When no exact expectations are available, the maximum control signal is smaller than 1:0. Changing the values of the annealling parameters,
the gating quality of the gating lattices may be improved further. Nevertheless the system
as it stands is quite robust with respect to less than perfect expectations. When there is no
speci c expectation, SCAN can be readily extended to derive its control signals directly from
the data. Salient characteristics of the input pattern, such as bright areas or high contrasts,
are then sucient to generate an initial selection. In this way SCAN is capable of being driven
both top down and bottom up.
The extra resource requirements for scaling up SCAN are quite modest. An additional layer at
the base level, which allows three times as big an image to be processed, requires the addition
of a number of gating lattices that equals the number of pixels in the image. Another part
of the price that has to be paid is made up of the increased number of connections needed
to make the system work. However, most of any gates' connections remain local. The extra
cost is to be found in the global connections which implement the control signals Hx and the
time-varying intrinsic noise T .
In the simulation we have assumed a single time-varying noise source per level. Each of these
noise sources has to make connections to all gates in the gating lattices at that level, but only
at that level. Although the total number of additional connections needed seems large, this
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Figure 18: (a) Snapshots of SCAN at t = 0, (b) t = 1000, (c) t = 1001,
and (d) t = 2000.
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Figure 19: Development of mbw (t; l) for l = 1 (top graph) to l = 10
(bottom graph) for t = 0 to t = 2000. It should be noted that at
t = 1001, the values of mbw (t; l) may have changed abruptly due to the
appearance of a new control input.
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number grows linearly with the size of the gating network. Alternatively, each gating element
may control its intrinsic noise locally in response to changes in the control signal it receives.
We feel that this arrangement may be more plausible because it respects the emphasis on local
processing in the model.

5.2 Improving SCAN: Scanning Scale Space
An alternative search strategy is to perform a hierarchical search in scale space (Koenderink,
1990). SCAN can be extended to incorporate selection of scale and to be capable of scaleinvariant object recognition by adding a large gating lattice at the base level that selects one of
a number of scales. Initially, a general hypothesis or expectation is formed, e.g., \select bright
spots". Subsequently, more detailed expectations are matched against image data, e.g., \oval
shapes". And nally, a detailed expectation leads to a small number (or even a single one) of
candidates, e.g., \human face (of Paul McCartney)". The causal structure of scale space (e.g.,
Koenderink, 1990) facilitates the localization of objects in large patterns. Tracing the \object
ngerprint" at a coarse resolution towards one of its possible causes at the level of ne spatial
details represents an ecient visual search procedure (Witkin, 1983; Witkin, Terzopoulos, &
Kass, 1987; Olshausen, 1994).

5.3 Related Work
As an extension of their earlier work (Anderson & Van Essen, 1987), Olshausen, Anderson and
Van Essen (1993, 1995; see also Anderson & Van Essen, (1992) and Olshausen (1994)) proposed
a dynamic-routing model that shares many similarities with our work. Their routing model
achieves translation and scale invariance by means of a special type of gating network in which
routing and Gaussian blurring are combined. The gating elements in their model are links that
di er from our gates in that their states (weights) are de ned by continuous variables. The
values of the weights are set by control neurons that are part of a Winner-Take-All network
that is based on Hop eld (1984). The inputs of the control neurons are similar to our control
signals. Just as in SCAN, these control signals may be derived from cross-correlating an object
representation (the output of an associative memory) with part of the input.
The routing model di ers from SCAN in several respects. First, in the routing model the
attentional beam is controlled through localised competition, whereas in SCAN distributed
competition is employed. Second, the routing model allows for scale-invariant pattern processing, whereas SCAN does not. Third, the routing model employs deterministic mean- eld
dynamics, whereas SCAN is based on stochastic dynamics. The main di erence between the
routing model and the SCAN model, however, is a di erence in emphasis. While in the routing
model biological plausibility is stressed, in our model the emphasis is on scalability. Simulations of the routing model have been limited to small two-level networks (Olshausen, 1994).
It is therefore not clear how well the routing model scales to large images. The property of
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scale-invariant pattern processing in their model is one we would wish to incorporate into our
model at a later date.

6 Conclusions
The way in which the problems of translation invariance and attentional selection are solved
in SCAN (essentially through the use of cascaded parallel switches) contrasts sharply with the
more complicated computational schemes used in models which rely on an initial decomposition
of the visual image into elementary features. Decomposition models, such as the ones proposed
by Fukushima (1989) and von der Malsburg (1990), do represent ways of solving the binding
problem. However, they do not address the scaling problem and on inspection do not appear to
be capable of scaling up successfully to realistically-sized images without the help of signi cant
amounts of non-neural preprocessing.
In SCAN, the binding problem does not arise, since patterns are never decomposed (cf. Anderson & Van Essen, 1992). Instead of throwing away information on spatial relations and shape
at the rst stage of processing, SCAN preserves this information to present it to a centralized
pattern classi er.
As discussed above, SCAN does scale up successfully to realistically-sized images. We therefore
meet the requirement stated by Minsky and Papert (1988)
...our analysis does show that parallel networks are, in general, subject to serious
scaling phenomena. Consequently, researchers who propose such models must show
that, in their context, those phenomena do not occur. (p. 264)
In dealing with the scaling problem we utilized the biological paradigm where neural networks
comfortably deal with large-scale problems. Formulating neural models based on the three
design characteristics sparse connnectivity, pro igacy, and hierarchy, immediately restricts the
range of possible architectures. The primary characteristic is the restraining of the connection
density. Although for certain tasks (e.g., pattern storage) densely-connected networks are the
solution of choice, for many tasks a more parsimonious use of connections is possible and even
desirable. The channelling of patterns to a centralized pattern classi er in SCAN con nes
the expensive dense connectivity pattern of the classi er to a single location, while a much
sparser connectivity pattern suces for the spatially distributed channelling operation. Our
experiments with gating lattices in Section 3.3 illustrate the e ectiveness of sparse connectivity. The second characteristic, the abundant use of processing elements, allows for reliable
performance in the presence of extrinsic noise as evidenced by our results (cf. Figure 7b). The
third characteristic, the hierarchical structure of the gating network, enables a straightforward
decomposition of the channelling task leading to parallel processing within layers and serial
processing over layers. As the results of our simulation in Section 5.1 show, this combination of
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parallel and serial processing leads to a processing time that is a linear function of the number
of layers in the hierarchy.
In summary, we have proposed a neural model of covert visual attention which meets the
requirement laid down by Minsky and Papert (1988). As far as we are aware, other models of
attention either fail to scale up or fail to consider this issue. Hence, we conclude that scalable
approaches deserve more consideration because they allow the application of neural networks
to real-world problems.
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Appendix
Formal Description of the Gating Network
In a general gating network there are 3l,1 gating lattices at level l (l 2 f1; 2; :::; Lg), with L
the number of levels. Because each gating lattice processes three subimages, an L-level gating
network can select one out of 3L subimages.
The width of the attentional beam, i.e., the number of elements in A, O, and E , follows from
the number of gates in a gating lattice. If there are 3N gates in a gating lattice (N gates
per sublattice), the attentional beam contains N \pixels". The elements of input image I are
denoted by I (i) (i 2 f1; 2; :::; 3Lg, I (i) 2 [0; 1])2. The subimages A(i) (i 2 f1; 2; :::; 3L , N +1g)
contain the N elements I (i); I (i + 1); :::; I (i + N , 1). The gates of a gating lattice at level l of
the gating network are denoted by gx(k; l; m), where x 2 fA; B; C g refers to the sublattice of
which the gate is part, k 2 f1; 2; :::; N g speci es the location of the gate on the gating lattice,
l is the level, and m 2 f1; 2; :::; 3l,1g is an index of the gating lattice at level l.
Data Part

The data input of gate gx (k; l; m), denoted inx(k; l; m), is de ned as follows. If the gate is part
of a gating lattice at the base level L, then

inx(k; L; m) = I (xnum , 1 + k + 3[m , 1]);

(8)

where xnum is a numeric value associated with sublattice x 2 fA; B; C g de ned as

8
>
< 1 if x = A
xnum = > 2 if x = B
: 3 if x = C

(9)

At levels 1  l < L of the gating network, the data input is

inx(k; l; m) =

X
y2fA;B;C g

outy (k; l + 1; xnum + 3[m , 1]);

(10)

where outx(k; l; m) is the data output of gate gx(k; l; m) that is de ned as

outx(k; l; m) = 21 [1 , Gx(k; l; m)] inx(k; l; m):

2

For simplicity, we use single indices to indicate image elements, control signals, and gate locations.
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(11)

Gx(k; l; m) 2 f,1; +1g is the gate state of gx (k; l; m) (cf. equation (1)).
The elements O(i) (i 2 f1; 2; :::; N g) of output pattern O are de ned as
O(i) =

X
y2fA;B;C g

outy (i; 1; 1):

(12)

Control Part

The inputs of the control part of the gating network are the control signals v(i). They are
de ned as
N
X
v(i) = 1 , N2 jI (i + j , 1) , E (j )j:
j =1

(13)

Where the E (j ) (E (j ) 2 [0; 1]; j 2 f1; 2; :::; N g) are the elements of the expectation pattern
E . It should be noted that v(i) 2 [,1; 1].
The control input of gate gx(k; l; m), denoted hx(k; l; m), is de ned as follows. At the base
level L, the control inputs are supplied by the control signals v(i) (i 2 f1; 2; :::; 3L,1g):

hx(k; L; m) = v(xnum + 3[m , 1]);

(14)

for all k 2 f1; 2; :::; N g. At levels 1  l < L the control inputs are de ned as

hx(k; l; m) =

X
y2fA;B;C g

outtri
y (l + 1; xnum + 3[m , 1]);

(15)

tri
where outtri
x (l; m) is the data output of gate gx (l; m), i.e., the gate in the triplet that is
associated with sublattice x of gating lattice m at level l.
The data input of a gate in a triplet, intri
x (l; m), equals the control input of the gates on the
sublattice it represents:

intri
x (l; m) = hx (k; l; m):

(16)

The data output of gate gxtri(l; m) is de ned as
1 h1 , Gtri(l; m) + 1i intri(l; m);
outtri
(
l;
m
)
=
x
x
x
2
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(17)

tri
tri
with Gtri
x (l; m), the gate state of gate gx (l; m) equals its control input hx (l; m) and is de ned
as
tri
Gtri
x (l; m) = hx (l; m) =

N
1X
N k=1 Gx(k; l; m):

(18)

The control input of a gate in a triplet, htri
x (l; m), is thus provided by all gates on the sublattice
it summarizes (cf. Figure 11).
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Nomenclature
gx(i)
G

Gx(i)
outx(i)
inx(i)
hx(i)
N (i)
N
EGL (G)
Hbias
Hx
T
d
J
mx
#x
I
A
O
L
gxtri(m; l)
intri
x (m; l)
outtri
x (m; l)
htri
x (m; l)
mb(t)

the gate at position i on sublattice x
vector of gate states
the state of gate gx (i)
data output of gate gx(i)
data input of gate gx(i)
control input of gate gx(i)
set of coordinates of the nearest neighbours of gate gx(i)
number of gates on a sublattice
energy function of the gating lattice
bias input of the gating lattice
control input of gates on sublattice x, (x 2 fA; B; C g)
intrinsic-noise parameter of the gating lattice
intrinsic-noise decay parameter
strength of the connection between neigbouring gates
gating-lattice order parameter
proportion of open gates on sublattice x, (x 2 fA; B; C g)
data pattern (input image) of SCAN
contiguous subpattern of I , called the attended pattern
output pattern of SCAN
number of layers in SCAN
triplet gate associated with sublattice x of the m-th
gating lattice at level l of the gating network
data input of gate gxtri(m; l)
data output of gate gxtri(m; l)
control input of gate gxtri(m; l)
SCAN order parameter
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